Setpoint Adjuster Configurable

SE 30.00 GW
SE 30.24 GW

FEATURES
Outputs simultaneous:
Current 0(4)...20 mA active or
passive (loop-powered)
Voltage 0(2)...10 V
Front side operation,
digitally adjustable 0...100,0 %
or alternatively
controlled via external signals
(24 V DC/ contact)
Parameterization without auxiliary
power via PC-interface
Galvanic 2-way isolation
of 4 kV between auxiliary power

FUNCTION
The devices of the SE 30 series serve as a setpoint
adjuster.

SE 30.00 GW: potential-free contacts
SE 30.24 GW: 24 V DC control pulse inputs

A simultaneously current- (active and passive) or
voltage output signal is available.

With the KALIB-Software, all parameters and in addition, the functions of external signals (saw tooth/
limit) are adjustable.

The adjustment respectively a change of the setpoint at the output is carried out by front pushbuttons or with the USB2 interface/ USB-Simulator
in connection with the KALIB-Software.
Alternatively, external control inputs for changing
the specification of the setpoint can be used. This
allows, for example, the control of the SE 30 series
by a PLC.

The digital adjustment is carried out in steps starting with 0,1 %. So the selection of the actuator and
actuating element to the required output values is
easy.
The 4-digit setpoint display is free scalable.
Factory setting:
0,0...100,0 % display ≙ 4...20 mA output.
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Auxiliary power: 24...250 V DC/ 90...253 V AC
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Setpoint Adjuster Configurable

SE 30.00 GW
SE 30.24 GW

OVERVIEW-MENU
display*1

function
actual
output value/
setpoint

up
down
(Bargraph for
external
control)

description

change output value:
in steps 0,1 / 1 / 10
changes at longer pressing
(slow/ fast)

operating mode

adjustable
range

down
up

parameter

push both buttons
simultaneously > 2 sec.

- 1 ... + 105
(comma
free settable)

output value in %
start ≙
zero point

e.g. 20.0 :
20.0 % ≙ 4 mA/ 2 V

actual output value
at display scale start

- 1 ... + 105
(comma
free settable)

output value in %
end ≙
full scale

e.g. 100.0 :
100.0 % ≙ 20 mA/ 10 V

actual output value
at display scale end

- 999 ... + 9999
(comma
free settable)

displayed value
scale start ≙
zero point

comma position is included
in the target specification!

scalable
display value start

- 999 ... + 9999
(comma
free settable)

displayed value
scale end ≙
full scale

comma position is included
in the target specification!

scalable
display value end

1 ... + 9999

ramp time in sec.
(only for external
control signals)

e.g. 10:
10 seconds to increasing the
output from 0% to 100%.

Time duration of
the ramp from 0%
to 100% at input
via external control
inputs.

parameterizing mode

change

back to actual
output value

Legend:

selection

next

*1 There is a constant change between the actual indicated value and the display of the menu item.
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SE 30.00 GW
SE 30.24 GW

Setpoint Adjuster Configurable

CHANGE VALUE (select

to change the menu item):

change value:
preset
value

change
position 1

value changed
to „6“

confirm
value

position 1
changed

change
position 2

changed
to „3“

confirm
value

value changed
to „36“

save and
back

position 1
unchanged

change
position 2

select
comma

confirm
comma

„0“ with
selected

confirm
value

value changed
to „0,2“

save and
back

confirm
value

comma
deleted

change
position 2

position 2
changed

confirm
value

value changed
to „50“

save and
back

change
position 2

value changed
to „ “

confirm
value

space saved,
value: „9“

save and
back

define decimal place:
previous
value

confirm
position 1

delete decimal place:
previous
value

skip
position 1

comma with
selected

delete positions:
previous
value

go to
position 2

position 2
changeable

Operating instructions:

Legend:

The displayed position gets changed with the push-button
Values such as

to

Use the push-button

, minus

, comma

[

.

number blinks on display

] and space (end of input)

are possible.

to confirm the actual position and go to the next or return to the next menu item after

changing the last position. To abort, push and hold the button

longer.

minus blinks on display
comma blinks on display
(comma-representation)
space (blank position)
selection
confirm
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SE 30.00 GW
SE 30.24 GW

Input:
Switching inputs to control the external setpoint.
S1:
Up
S2:
Down
Potential free contact:
24 V DC control input:
Min. impulse duration:

Connection diagram:

~ Auxiliary power
~
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SW 30.24 GW:
S2
S1
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+
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Display

Setpoint adjustment
Serial
(for commissioning)
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Outputs
simultaneous

10 11 12

+
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Output:
I: load-independent DC current:
connection:
or:
loop-powered DC current:
connection:

0(4)...20 mA
terminal 9 -, 10 +

permissible load max. 500 Ω

0(4)...20 mA
terminal 13 -, 14 +

max. permissible voltage 30 V

U: load-independent DC voltage:
connection:

0(2)...10 V
terminal 11 -, 12 +

permissible load ≥ 3 kΩ simultaneous
≥ 1 kΩ exclusive

The maximum limits for current- and voltage output are fixed at 21 mA respectively 10,5 V.

Inputs
1 2 3 4
SW 30.00 GW:
S2
S1

SE 30.00 GW
SE 30.24 GW
> 10 msec.

Voltage [U]

Adjustment:
Output value is adjustable with the push-buttons:
Up
Down
Step size changes after longer pushing (slow/ fast).
The parameterization can be carried out for commissioning alternatively via the KALIB-Software.
For this you need a PC and the interface adapter USB2/ USB-Simulator with KALIB-Software.
It can be set the same parameters as also on display and in addition, the functions of external signals
(saw tooth/ limit) are adjustable.
Examples of parameterization (see page 05-06):
out.A = 20[%](≙ 4 mA) out.E = 100[%] (≙ 20 mA)
dis.A = 4,0
Display 4,0 ≙ 4,0 mA at output
Display 20,0 ≙ 20,0 mA at output, adjustable in 0,1 steps
out.A = 0[%] (≙ 0 mA) out.E = 50[%] (≙ 10 mA)
dis.A = -10,00
Display -10,00 ≙ 0,00 mA at output
Display 60,00 ≙ 10,00 mA at output, adjustable in 0,01 steps
Factory setting:

dis.E = 20,0

dis.E = 60,00

0,1 % step size; 0,0...100,0 % Display ≙ 4,0...20,0 mA at output

+
Current [I] active

13 14 15 16

Environmental conditions:
Storage temperature:
-40...+70 °C
Operating temperature: 10...55 °C
Isolating voltage:
4 kV eff. 1 sec.
Auxiliary power

+

-

Current [I] passive

(only SE 30.24 GW):
500 V eff. 1 sec.
Input/ Output
Auxiliary power:
Wide range:

24...250 V DC
90...253 V AC
<3W
Influence of aux. power: < 0,1 %

Schuhmann GmbH & Co. KG
Römerstraße 2
D-74363 Güglingen
Tel. + 49 71 35 50 56
Fax + 49 71 35 53 55
www.schuhmann-messtechnik.de

Characteristics of transmission:
Transmission error:
< 0,1 %
Temperature error:
< 100 ppm/ K
Load influence I:
< 50 ppm
of final value
Load influence U:
< 0,1 %
at 1 kΩ Load

Ordering information:
Accessories:
USB2/ USB-Simulator with
KALIB-Software

Directive:
EMC Directive:
2014/30/EU*
Low Voltage Directive: 2014/35/EU
*minimum deviations possible during
HF-radiation influence.

Mounting details:
Housing for top hat rail
Type of protection:
IP 40 housing
IP 20 clamps
Mounting rail fixed according to
EN 50022-35 x 7,5 mm
Width:
22,5 mm
Weight:
190 g
Material:
Polyamide PA
Flammability class:
V0 (UL94)
Approval:
CE
Connection:
pluggable screw clamps
0,2...2,5 mm²
For safety reasons we recommend to
mount the housing for top hat rail with a
distance of approx. 5 mm to each other.

Type: SE 30.00 GW
SE 30.24 GW

wide range contact-IN
wide range 24V-IN
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